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Abstract

This paper studies how welfare and academic outcomes in centralized school choice depend on the assignment mechanism when participants are not fully informed. We use a survey of school choice participants to estimate a model of school choice that incorporates preference heterogeneity, strategic behavior, and subjective beliefs about admissions chances. We evaluate the equilibrium effects of switching to a strategy-proof deferred acceptance algorithm, and of improving the information available to households. Subjective beliefs differ from rational expectations values and predict choice behavior. Switching to a deferred acceptance algorithm raises welfare, but has limited effects on the distribution of test scores.
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1 Introduction

Many cities in the US and abroad use centralized school choice mechanisms to assign students to schools. Most centralized assignment mechanisms work by eliciting rank-order lists of schools from applicants and then making school assignments based on a combination of coarse priorities and random lotteries. However, districts differ in the extent to which their chosen assignment algorithms reward informed strategic play by choice participants. Charlotte, Barcelona, and Beijing use mechanisms that reward strategic play, while Boston, New York, and Denver use mechanisms which aim to make truthfully reporting one’s preferences a dominant strategy.\(^1\) Which type of mechanism is preferable is a central debate in the literature on school choice mechanism design. Mechanisms that reward informed strategic play can raise welfare by allowing participants to express the intensity of their preferences as opposed to just the ordering (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2011), but they can also lead to costly application mistakes and inequitable outcomes if some participants lack the information or sophistication to strategize effectively (Pathak and Sönmez, 2008).

Despite the critical role of beliefs and strategic play in the welfare comparison between the two mechanism types, there is little empirical evidence on what families know about school choice and how this affects the allocation of students to schools. This paper studies how welfare and academic outcomes depend on the assignment mechanism when school choice participants are not fully informed. We combine a new household survey measuring the preferences, sophistication, and beliefs of potential school choice participants with administrative records of choice and academic outcomes to estimate a model of school choice in which families make decisions on the basis of subjective beliefs about admissions chances. We use our model estimates to evaluate the equilibrium effects of improving the information available to households in a mechanism that rewards strategic play, and of switching from such a mechanism to a strategy-proof deferred acceptance algorithm. Coupling survey data with an empirical model of school choice allows us to document the errors families make when participating in strategic school choice, and to quantify the tradeoff between welfare-reducing mistakes and families’ ability to express cardinal preferences in terms of both aggregate welfare and equity.

We conduct our study in the context of the public school district in New Haven, Connecticut (henceforth NHPS). At the time of our study, NHPS had used the same centralized mechanism to assign students to schools for at least 18 years. The assignment mechanism rewards strategic

---

play by giving applicants higher admissions priority at schools they rank higher on their application forms. Admissions priorities also depend on whether students live in the neighborhood zone for a school, and whether they have a sibling at the school.

We begin by using our survey to describe participants’ subjective beliefs and strategic sophistication, and the relationship between beliefs and choice behavior. We have two main descriptive findings. The first is that many families misunderstand the assignment mechanism and make errors in their estimates of the admissions probabilities associated with different application portfolios. Less than twenty percent of participants respond correctly to questions about the ordering of priority groups by sibling priority, neighborhood priority, and submitted preference ranking. The mean absolute difference between subjective and rational expectations admissions probabilities is about 30 percentage points, with larger values for students from low-SES backgrounds. Consistent with the hypothesis that families do not understand the assignment mechanism, respondents underestimate how much ranking a school lower on their application reduces admissions chances, and how much having sibling or neighborhood priority increases them.

Our second descriptive finding is that subjective beliefs about admissions probabilities predict choice behavior and placement outcomes. Conditional on rational expectations admissions chances, students with subjective beliefs in the upper tercile of the belief distribution are 28 percentage points more likely to rank their most-preferred school first on their application than students with subjective beliefs in the bottom tercile. Though 54% of students are ‘revealed strategic’ in the sense that they report a school other than the one identified as their most-preferred option as their first choice on their submitted rank list, a majority of revealed strategic students submitted a first choice with a lower admissions probability than their most-preferred option. And students with average absolute belief errors of greater than the median value are 20 percentage points less likely to be placed in their most-preferred school, a 40% decline from a base rate of 50%.

We next use an empirical model of school choice to study the equilibrium effects of alternative school choice policies. Motivated by our survey results, households in our model maximize expected utility given their subjective beliefs about admissions probabilities, not rational expectations beliefs. Because we cannot ask families about the admissions probabilities associated with each possible application portfolio, we develop a parsimonious model of belief formation that captures key features of our survey results. In the model, students’ beliefs about their own admissions rankings relative to cutoff rankings for admission to each school are equal to the true values plus a shift term. The shift term depends on a) the student’s priority at a target school, b) the school’s rank on a student’s submitted application, c) a student level shock that is common across all schools, and d) idiosyncratic person-school components. Intuitively, the first two terms allow us to capture
systematic misunderstanding of the assignment mechanism, while the latter two allow, respectively, for levels of optimism to vary across students and for errors in belief about school-specific demand.

We incorporate subjective beliefs into a model of choice in which households choose whether to participate in choice and, if they participate, what application to submit. The model allows for correlated heterogeneous preferences across schools. We estimate the model using an MCMC procedure (McCulloch and Rossi, 1994; Agarwal and Somaini, 2014) that incorporates both survey and administrative data. The survey data help us overcome the challenges associated with separately identifying beliefs and preferences described by Manski (2004) and Agarwal and Somaini (2014) without imposing strong assumptions on applicants’ equilibrium play. For surveyed students, the model fits both administrative records of submitted applications and survey reports of beliefs and preferences. The model also uses belief errors to rationalize choices for unsurveyed households.

With parameter estimates in hand, we study two sets of counterfactual simulations. To evaluate welfare in these counterfactuals, we consider each student’s expected utility, according to the utility he or she gets from placement at each school and the rational-expectations chances associated with their lottery application. The first counterfactual exercise simulates a switch to a student-proposing deferred acceptance algorithm. The second considers a best-case informational intervention allowing households to play the Bayes Nash equilibrium in the game induced by the New Haven mechanism.

Results from these exercises show that the potential welfare gains from strategic play are outweighed by the costs of application mistakes. If households had rational expectations beliefs, switching from the New Haven mechanism to a deferred acceptance assignment mechanism would reduce mean welfare by the equivalent of 0.04 more miles traveled in the kindergarten choice market and 0.19 more miles traveled in the ninth grade market. However, given households’ actual beliefs, the switch would increase mean welfare by the equivalent of 0.19 fewer miles traveled for kindergartners and 0.11 for ninth graders. From an equity perspective, higher average welfare under deferred acceptance is driven by shifts upward in roughly the lower three quarters of the individual expected welfare distribution. Median welfare under deferred acceptance is the equivalent of 0.49 (0.23) fewer miles traveled higher for kindergarten (grade nine) households.

We also use our counterfactual simulations to study the distribution of test score value added across students under different assignment mechanisms. Though changes in expected value added under counterfactual policies are correlated with changes in expected utility, we find little evidence that a change to the deferred acceptance mechanism or a best-case informational intervention would yield aggregate gains in school value added or redistribute value added towards low-SES students. We interpret these findings with caution because, in contrast to our utility model, our model of school value added does not allow for student-school specific match effects. This is consistent with
most existing studies of school value added but rules out positive sum trades in school assignments across students.

Our findings have policy implications for both school districts and market designers. From the district perspective, counterfactual simulations show that the strategic New Haven mechanism is preferable to deferred acceptance only if belief errors can be scaled down by roughly 60% (30%) relative to what we observe in the kindergarten (ninth grade) market. Given the extensive outreach efforts New Haven conducts, it is unclear what form such an intervention would take. From the perspective of a market designer, our findings indicate that accounting for belief errors is important when making welfare comparisons across mechanisms. Alternate estimates obtained by imposing rational expectations beliefs in both estimation and simulation would reverse our finding that the deferred acceptance mechanism yields higher aggregate welfare than the benchmark mechanism in our setting.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes our contribution to existing literature. Section 3 and section 4 describe the New Haven school district and our survey instrument, respectively. Section 5 describes our model of student behavior, section 6 describes estimation, and 7 describes results and counterfactuals. Section 8 concludes.

2 Literature on School Choice and Mechanism Design

This paper’s primary contribution is to bring observations of beliefs and preferences to the analysis of the welfare properties of school choice mechanisms. Our approach brings new evidence to a major debate in the school choice mechanism design literature: whether districts with centralized choice should employ student-optimal stable matching mechanisms, which do not give incentives to misreport preferences, or alternative mechanisms that reward informed strategic play. The most frequently studied mechanism of the latter type is the immediate acceptance mechanism, also known as the ‘Boston’ mechanism (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2006). A theoretical literature provides conditions under which all students prefer the Boston mechanism to the student-optimal stable matching mechanism, and others under which it is (weakly) worse for all students (Ergin and Sonmez, 2006; Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2011). Which mechanism will perform best in a particular district is therefore an empirical question. Intuitively, the answer depends on whether applicants’ ability to express cardinal preferences through strategic play in the Boston mechanism outweighs the welfare costs of strategic mistakes due to misunderstandings about the mechanism or lack of information about

\[ \text{See also Pathak and Sönmez (2008), who provide a model in which sophisticated students benefit, and naive students suffer, from the Boston mechanism, and Pathak (2011) for a review.} \]
demand conditions. Observations of beliefs help us quantify this tradeoff.

Allowing for subjective beliefs proves to be important for comparisons across assignment mechanisms. In the absence of data on beliefs, a growing empirical literature has generally found that mechanisms that reward informed strategic play outperform deferred acceptance in revealed-preference welfare measures under the assumption that participants are informed and sophisticated, or deviate from optimal behavior in specific ways. For example, Agarwal and Somaini (2014) assume, as a baseline specification, that participants are fully rational and correctly anticipate their chances in the lottery when choosing applications. Alternatively, Calsamiglia and Guell (2014) consider school choice under a Boston mechanism in Barcelona. They allow two types of participants: one type is sophisticated and informed while the other type uses a rule of thumb to determine choices. Calsamiglia et al. (2014), He (2012), and Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2015b) take similar approaches. We show that accounting for application mistakes in an empirically guided way reverses the welfare comparison between deferred acceptance and a mechanism that rewards strategic play. To the best of our knowledge this is the first paper to collect belief and preference data from actual and potential school choice participants.³

In addition to collecting survey data, we contribute to the school choice mechanism design literature by developing methods for analyzing belief data and preference data in the context of a model of school choice. Our estimation strategy builds on Agarwal and Somaini (2014), who present a framework for tractably estimating school choice models using MCMC. We innovate by specifying a parsimonious model of belief formation and integrating it into the choice framework.

This paper contributes to a second strand of literature by evaluating the effect of school choice policy on the distribution of achievement test scores. We combine our counterfactual simulations with estimates of school test score value added that resemble Deming (2014). We show that, as in Deming (2014), value added estimates are strong predictors of test score gains for students assigned to schools through random lotteries. Previous work estimating preferences in strategic school choice mechanisms has focused on parent satisfaction (measured by, e.g., distance-metric utility) while ignoring achievement,⁴ even as an extensive parallel literature uses data from school lotteries to evaluate human capital impacts of the adoption of a strategyproof mechanism.

³Two recent papers incorporate some survey elements to unpack school choice participation decisions and reports. Dur et al. (2015) make use of data on the frequency with which students access a school choice website to proxy for strategic and sincere participants in a school choice mechanism. Students who visit the site multiple times are assumed to be sophisticated, while those visiting only once are assumed sincere. de Haan et al. (2015) measure cardinal utility in Amsterdam using a survey that asks students to assign points to each school, with the top choice receiving 100 points, but do not ask about beliefs. Neither paper incorporates survey data on beliefs into a model of household behavior.

⁴Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2015b) evaluate human capital impacts of the adoption of a strategyproof mechanism.
estimate achievement effects while ignoring satisfaction.\footnote{See Cullen et al. (2006) for seminal early work, and Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2015a) for recent advances. Several other recent papers estimate preferences for school characteristics such as school quality and distance and use these estimates to conduct welfare analysis and counterfactual simulations in decentralized or non-strategic settings (Hastings et al., 2009; Neilson, 2013; Walters, 2014; He, 2012; Dinerstein and Smith, 2014).} We show that changes across mechanisms in utility and our measure of school quality are positively correlated, but that changing assignment mechanisms does not have large effects on equity in school quality by socioeconomic background.

Our final contribution is to describe the procedure New Haven uses to assign students to schools. To the best of our knowledge this process, which we call the ‘New Haven mechanism’ and describe in detail in section 3, has not been documented elsewhere. In the New Haven mechanism, schools’ preferences over students are determined first by priority group (e.g., sibling or neighborhood), then by submitted rank, and finally by lottery number. The New Haven mechanism rewards informed strategic play, but to a lesser extent than the Boston mechanism. We therefore expect our findings to understate the welfare losses due to less-than-fully informed play that would be observed in a Boston mechanism setting, though we note that the incentives to gather information would differ under a Boston mechanism.\footnote{As we show in section 4, information-gathering is weakly related to belief errors.}

3 Empirical Setting

3.1 The school choice process in New Haven

Three features of the school choice process in New Haven make it a useful context in which to study beliefs and preferences for school choice participants. First, New Haven was an early adopter of centralized school choice, and the assignment process the district uses has remained fairly stable over time. The first choice-based magnet school opened in New Haven in 1970, and the number of school choice options expanded rapidly in the mid-1990s following a state-wide push to reduce school segregation (Huelin, 1996). New Haven has assigned students to schools using a centralized mechanism since at least 1997.\footnote{We have verified the use of the centralized mechanism as far back as 1997 by inspection of the code used to run the process.} New Haven adopted centralized school choice several years before New York, which introduced a centralized application in 2003, and other cities such as Denver, New Orleans, Newark, and Washington DC, which built on the New York example (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2015a). The school choice system includes both district-run magnet schools and charter schools run by outside operators, such as ‘no excuses’ charter brand Achievement First.

Second, the school district conducts extensive outreach to publicize the process, including events
for parents and children outside of school hours, in-school open-houses, and published documentation on procedures and past outcomes. The school choice process in New Haven follows a consistent pattern from year to year. The process begins in January of the academic year preceding the year of school assignment. Students and families can learn more about schools and the choice process by visiting open houses at different schools or by attending one of several ‘magnet fairs’ where schools set up information booths. The school district provides students with a magnet school guide that includes a description of the rules of choice and data on available seats and applicant counts by priority group from the previous year. This guide is available in English and Spanish, both in print and on an NHPS website. Students typically submit their applications in February, and receive notice of their placements in March or early April. These first two points suggest that parents and students have had ample time and opportunity to learn about the mechanism from the district and from each other, so the distribution of beliefs and preferences we observe is likely to reflect a long-run steady state.

Third, and finally, the vendor the district uses to implement school choice is employed by many other districts around the country. Between 1997 and 2013, the school assignment mechanism was implemented by an independent contractor working for NHPS. For the 2013-2014 school year, NHPS switched to the school choice vendor Smart Choice Technologies, which also administers school choice programs in Bridgeport CT, Hartford CT, Syracuse NY, New Orleans LA, and Tulsa OK, among others (Smart Choice, 2016). The third point suggests that the practices we observe in New Haven may have external validity in the sense that they are used in other districts as well.

The primary entry points in most district schools are kindergarten and ninth grade. In our analysis, we restrict attention to families living in New Haven with children enrolled in eighth grade or pre-K. In the 2014-2015 school year, when we conducted our survey, there were 1484 such potential ninth graders and 1746 potential kindergarteners. 40% of kindergarteners and 66% of eighth graders participate in choice. Just under half of all choice participants came from these two grades. See Online Appendix Figure A1 for the grade distribution of choice participants.

From this population, students who do not leave the city or enroll in private school may enter a lottery to enroll in one of 12 high schools or 34 elementary/middle schools that offer kindergarten. Most of these schools are administered by the district, but the total includes two charter high schools and three charter elementary schools. Many of the schools reserve some seats for suburban applicants. The remaining seats are available only to within-city applicants. Consistent with our sample frame, we focus on the seats reserved for within-city applicants.
3.2 The New Haven mechanism

Most school choice mechanisms use some form of coarse priorities to favor certain applicants. In New Haven, each student is assigned a priority at each school, which is a number between one and four:

\[
priority_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } i \text{ lives in the neighborhood and has a sibling at } j, \text{ and } j \text{ gives neighborhood priority} \\
2 & \text{if } i \text{ lives in the neighborhood of } j, \text{ and } j \text{ gives neighborhood priority} \\
3 & \text{if } i \text{ has a sibling at } j \\
4 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Not all schools give neighborhood priority. Two high schools, Hillhouse and Wilbur Cross, give neighborhood priority, but the remaining high schools are classified as magnet schools, which give priority for siblings only. Similar priority structures are in place in Boston, Cambridge, New York, Barcelona, Beijing, and other cities.

The mechanism assigns students to schools using the following algorithm:

1. Consider each student’s first choice submission. Each school ranks applicants up to its capacity, in order of priority group, using random lottery numbers as a tiebreaker. Each school provisionally accepts students up to its capacity and rejects the rest of its applicants.

2. Consider the next listed choice of students who were rejected in the previous step, together with the applications provisionally assigned in the previous step. Make provisional assignments at each school in order of a) priority group and b) submitted rank, again using lottery numbers as a tiebreaker.

3. Repeat Step 2 until all students are assigned to schools or have been considered and rejected at each listed school.

The first step is identical to that of a deferred acceptance algorithm. The algorithm here differs from the familiar student-proposing deferred acceptance algorithm because it uses submitted ranks to break ties within priority groups.

The mechanism assigns each student to at most one school. Students may choose to accept or decline this placement. If they decline, they have the option to enroll in a neighborhood school with unfilled seats\(^8\) or leave NHPS.

\(^8\)There is no guarantee that this will be the student’s zoned school. If the student’s own zoned neighborhood
Table 1 describes placement outcomes and priority groups in 2015. Two thirds of participants placed in their first-listed school, and 13% of applicants were unplaced. Most students submitted applications to schools where they had neither sibling nor neighborhood priority. High school students typically do not apply to schools where they have neighborhood priority because neighborhood high schools are not fully subscribed and are available outside of the choice process. In contrast, many neighborhood Kindergartens are oversubscribed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Participation and placement</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participates</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Places First</td>
<td>0.666</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Places Second</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Places Third</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Places Fourth</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unplaced</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Priorities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sib and Nbd</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibling</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3230</td>
<td>1746</td>
<td>1484</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Placement outcomes and priority group in 2015 by grade. Placement outcomes are conditional on participation. Priorities average across all submitted applications.

This mechanism, which we label the ‘New Haven’ mechanism, differs from standard deferred acceptance and immediate acceptance algorithms. To compare the New Haven mechanism to Boston and deferred acceptance mechanisms, we employ a cutoff representation of matching algorithms introduced by Azevedo and Leshno (2016) for stable matchings and extended to a class of ‘report-specific priority plus cutoff’ mechanisms by Agarwal and Somaini (2014). The cutoff representation also provides a starting point for our model of belief errors.

The cutoff representation of the New Haven mechanism is as follows. The mechanism assigns student $i$ a ‘report-specific priority’ at school $j$:

school has remaining seats, the student has the option to enroll there. If not the student may enroll at some nearby school that has excess capacity.
\[ r_{sp}^{ij} = 4 \times \text{priority}^{ij} + \text{rank}^{ij}. \]

Ties are broken with uniform random draws that assign each student a score at each school:

\[ \text{score}^{ij} = r_{sp}^{ij} + z^{ij}, \ z^{ij} \sim U[0, 1]. \]

The resulting assignment is characterized by cutoffs \( \pi_{j} \) that fill schools’ capacities when each student is matched to his earliest-listed school at which \( \text{score}^{ij} < \pi_{j} \). If a school is undersubscribed, its cutoff is set above all applicants’ scores. The New Haven mechanism is a mapping from profiles of applications to distributions over cutoffs \( \pi \in \mathbb{R}^{J} \).

The New Haven mechanism differs from Boston and student-optimal stable matching (“SOSM”) mechanisms in the construction of \( r_{sp}^{ij} \). In New Haven, report-specific priority depends lexicographically on the exogenous priority \( \text{priority}^{ij} \) and the rank that the student assigns to the school. In the Boston mechanism, this lexicographic order is reversed. In the student-optimal stable matching mechanism, report-specific priorities depend on the exogenous priority group only.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rsp}^{SOSM}^{ij} &= \text{priority}^{ij} \\
\text{rsp}^{Boston}^{ij} &= (\text{rank}^{ij}, \text{priority}^{ij}) \\
\text{rsp}^{New \ Haven}^{ij} &= (\text{priority}^{ij}, \text{rank}^{ij})
\end{align*}
\]

The New Haven Mechanism differs from the SOSM mechanism in that the tiebreaking rule within priority groups depends on submitted ranks. Neighborhood and sibling priority play a relatively more important role and submitted rank lists a relatively less important role in determining report-specific priority in the New Haven mechanism than the Boston Mechanism. Table 1 indicates that priorities are relatively homogeneous in the 9th grade setting. This occurs because the high schools that are oversubscribed in practice are those that do not grant neighborhood priority, and because students who wish to attend their zoned high school are encouraged not to submit an application. When all students have the same priority, the Boston and New Haven mechanisms coincide.

### 3.3 Belief errors in the New Haven mechanism

We model belief errors using the cutoff representation of the New Haven mechanism. We say \( j_{1} \triangleleft_{a} j_{2} \) if school \( j_{1} \) is listed before school \( j_{2} \) on application \( a \). Then the probability that applicant \( i \) will be
assigned to school \( j \) given that he submits report \( a \) to the mechanism is

\[
P_{ija} = Pr(z_{ij} \leq \pi_j - rsp_{ij}(a), \ z_{ij'} > \pi_j' - rsp_{ij'}(a) \text{ for all } j' \prec_a j)
\]

Inaccurate beliefs about \( P_{ija} \) may arise because students mis-estimate \( rsp_{ij}(a) \) or the distribution of cutoff values \( \pi_j \). Mistaken beliefs about these two quantities can arise from similar thought processes. For example, households who do not understand how priority groups and submitted rankings jointly determine \( rsp_{ij} \) will have inaccurate beliefs about their own values of \( rsp_{ij}(a) \) and also about \( \pi_j \) even given full knowledge of other households’ submitted applications.

Errors in beliefs about \( \pi_j \) and \( rsp_{ij} \) sum to alter beliefs about admissions probabilities. Let \( \tilde{P}_{ija} \) denote student \( i \)’s belief about the probability of admission to \( j \) given report \( a \), and \( \tilde{\pi}_j = \pi_j + \Delta \pi_j \) be his beliefs about his response-specific priority and the cutoff score for admission, respectively, with \( \Delta \pi_j \in \mathbb{R} \). Then

\[
\tilde{P}_{ija} = Pr(z_{ij} \leq \pi_j - rsp_{ij}(a) - shift_{ij}(a), \ z_{ij'} > \pi_j' - rsp_{ij'}(a) - shift_{ij'}(a) \text{ for all } j' \prec_a j)
\]

where \( shift_{ij}(a) = \pi_j - \tilde{\pi}_j - (rsp_{ij}(a) - r\tilde{sp}_{ij}(a)) \). The \( shift_{ij}(a) \) term incorporates errors in beliefs about both \( rsp_{ij} \) and \( \pi_j \). Rather than trying to distinguish between these two closely related sources of error, our empirical model takes a parsimonious approach and focuses on the \( shift_{ij} \) term itself. This choice does not restrict the distribution of deviations of subjective beliefs from rational expectations values. In section 4 we present descriptive evidence on the distributions of belief errors.

3.4 The New Haven School District

3.4.1 Measuring student SES

Before presenting the results of our household survey, we describe our core measures of student background and academic achievement. NHPS serves a low-income, majority-minority student population. The district is roughly 90% black or Latino, and students score an average of two thirds of a student-level standard deviation (henceforth SD) below statewide means on standardized tests. See Table A1 in the Online Appendix for more detail. The district has community eligibility for free lunch, meaning that all students may receive free meals in school each day regardless of own eligibility status. Roughly 80% of students are individually eligible, but this is based on survey measures that focus on ensuring the district maintains community eligibility.
One goal of this paper is to describe how school choice mechanisms affect the distribution of welfare by student background, but standard measures of socioeconomic status (SES) such as race/ethnicity or free lunch status are coarse in our context. We address this issue by creating an SES measure based on home sale prices. We first regress real (2015 dollars) per-square-foot sale prices of homes in New Haven on time dummies, using all home sales from 2005-2015 and obtain residuals. We then compute the average residual price per square foot at each location using a normal kernel with bandwidth 0.05 miles. This measure closely tracks median census tract income but is a better predictor of test score value added and placed schools and of belief errors, as defined in Section 4. Further, the fine-grained nature of the SES measure lets us differentiate between students from different kinds of backgrounds even within the same neighborhood catchment zones.\footnote{See Online Appendix Figures A2 and A3, respectively, for details on the relationship between SES and belief errors and the geographic distribution of SES.}

### 3.4.2 Measuring school quality

We evaluate the effect of changes in school choice mechanisms on the distribution of academic achievement using a measure of test score value added. Our approach here follows Deming (2014). We model test scores for student $i$ in school $j$ in year $t$, $Y_{ijt}$, as arising from the process

$$Y_{ijt} = X'_{ijt} \beta_{test} + \nu_{ijt}^{test},$$

$$\nu_{ijt}^{test} = \mu_j^{test} + \theta_{jt}^{test} + \epsilon_{ijt}^{test}$$

where $Y_{ijt}$ is the average of standardized math and reading scores on state accountability tests, $X_{ijt}$ is a set of observable characteristics that includes SES tercile, race/ethnicity, gender, grade, year, and a cubic function of lagged test scores. Scores are standardized using grade-specific means and standard deviations for district students in each year $t$. The residual term $\nu_{ijt}^{test}$ is the sum of a ‘school effect’ $\mu_j^{test}$, a time-varying school-specific shock $\theta_{jt}^{test}$, and an idiosyncratic student-specific error $\epsilon_{ijt}^{test}$. We recover best linear predictors of the $\mu_j^{test}$ term by computing school-specific mean residuals and shrinking them back towards zero. Here we follow the literature on teacher effects (Kane and Staiger, 2008; Chetty et al., 2014). In the main text, we focus on value added estimates that do not allow for drift in school effects over time.

We estimate test score specifications using data on school enrollment and test scores for the years 2007 through 2013. We exclude 2011 and 2012 outcome years due to lack of data availability. During this period, students took state exams in grades three through eight and again in grade ten. To expand the set of data that can be used to estimate scores, we use eighth grade scores as lag
scores for tenth graders and dummy out missing values of lag scores.

Figure 1 displays the distribution of value added measures by school. The distribution is weighted by the count of assigned students in the 2015 school lottery, so the mean need not be (and in fact is not) zero. The standard deviation of the distribution is 0.09, and the gap between the best schools and the worst schools is about 0.41. For comparison, the black-white test score gap in our data is about 0.72. The schools with the highest value added estimates are neighborhood schools in high-SES neighborhoods and high-performing ‘No Excuses’ charters. See Online Appendix B.1 for more detail on value added estimation.

Figure 1: Distribution of school VA estimates

Our measures of test score value added are helpful in evaluating the effects of mechanism choice only if they predict test score gains for students assigned to different schools. We test this using approaches similar to Deming (2014) and Angrist et al. (2015). Results are described in Online Appendix B.2. We find that our value added estimates accurately predict average test score gains for students randomly assigned to schools through lotteries. An important caveat is that our measures
of test score effects do not allow for student-specific heterogeneous effects. This is typical in the literature on school valued added, but rules out positive-sum trades in school assignments across students. Our comparisons across assignment mechanisms on this measure will focus on equity across demographic groups as opposed to gains in aggregate test score performance.

4 Household Survey

4.1 Survey overview

During the summer of 2015, we conducted in-person interviews at 212 households with parents or guardians of children who had been enrolled in pre-kindergarten and/or eighth-grade in NHPS during the 2014-15 school year. To construct the sample, we drew 600 candidate households, stratifying by zoned elementary school.

Representativeness is important here because belief errors may be correlated with survey non-response. Panels A, B, and C of Table 2 describe demographic characteristics for the population, the 600 target households, and the 212 respondents. The first column describes the population, the second column the sample of households we intended to survey, and the third the households who we successfully surveyed. Panels A and B show that surveyed households are statistically indistinguishable from the population on race/ethnicity and SES background. Panel C shows that we slightly oversampled English-language learners and bilingual students relative to the population.\(^\text{10}\)

Panel D of Table 2 describes balance on school choice participation. Households who participate may list up to four schools on their application. Survey participants are statistically indistinguishable from the population in terms of the probability of participating in the centralized mechanism and the number of schools listed on the application.

We conducted the survey as a tablet app, with randomly-generated questions tailored to each household. We describe survey procedures in Online Appendix C and present question text in Online Appendix D. We do not incentivize ‘correct’ beliefs, e.g. by paying people to state beliefs that are close to rational expectations chances.

\(^{10}\)See Figure A4 in the Online Appendix for evidence that our sample matched the geographic distribution of students across the district.
Table 2: Balance in Socioeconomic Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Population Mean</th>
<th>Sample Mean</th>
<th>Surveys Mean</th>
<th>Mean test Pop. vs Surveys</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. SES quartile</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st quartile</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd quartile</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
<td>0.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd quartile</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th quartile</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Race</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Educational program</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biling/Dual</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.026**</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ELL</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>-0.060**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular/ESL</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.034*</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPED</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.053*</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D. Number of applications by grade</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade K</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>0.360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
<td>0.308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade 9</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>-0.058</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>0.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: N = 3230 (population), 598 (intended to survey), 212 (survey participants). **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, +p < 0.1. P-value for joint test (F) is 0.002. ‘Population’: universe of NHPS students in K and 9th grade lotteries. ‘Sample’: candidate households targeted for survey inclusion. ‘Surveys’: surveyed households.
4.2 Information acquisition, preferences, and revealed strategic play

We first describe the informational environment facing potential school choice participants. Students appear to take advantage of the informational resources the district provides. Panel A of Table 3 displays the fraction of students who reported using different resources to inform their school choice decision. Nearly two thirds of potential participants reported reading the choice catalog provided by the district, which contains descriptions of schools and information on demand from the previous year.

Other common sources of information are the school choice website, which includes information similar to the catalog, school visits, counselors, and teachers. Over 90% of households report using some administrative information source, defined here to include a visit to a school or choice fair, reading the choice catalog or choice website, or talking to a counselor. Students consider a broad range of schools. At least 40% of surveyed students considered each school in the district at both the Kindergarten and grade nine levels. More than three-fourths of students in each grade level reported considering a ‘no excuses’ Achievement First charter school. Online Appendix Tables A2 and A3 present statistics for each school.

Though respondents consult a variety of information sources and consider broad sets of schools, they are unlikely to answer questions about how the assignment mechanism works correctly. Panel B of Table 3 presents the fraction of students who correctly answer questions about the ordering of priority groups and the role of rank in the choice mechanism. Only 17% of respondents correctly identified the neighborhood priority group as being preferred to the sibling priority group, and only 18% correctly stated that a student rejected from her first choice school has a (weakly) lower chance of admission at her second choice school than if she had ranked the second choice school first. There were four possible responses to the first question and three to the second, so correct answer rates are worse than under random guessing.
Survey data on preferences suggest that participants play strategically, but often make errors in play. To elicit household preferences, we asked parents which school they would have chosen for their child if they were guaranteed admission to every school in the district. We then asked what they
would have chosen if this school were unavailable but all other schools were available. We define a respondent to be revealed strategic if they applied to school $j$ but stated that $j' \neq j$ was their most preferred school if they could enroll anywhere. As reported in Panel C of Table 3, 54% of survey respondents who submitted applications were revealed strategic in this sense. However, a majority (57%, or 31% of respondents who participated in choice) of revealed strategic respondents submitted first choice to applications to schools where the rational expectations admissions probability was below that for their most-preferred school. We describe how we estimate rational expectations admissions probabilities in detail in the next section.

4.3 Beliefs about admissions chances

We next document respondents’ beliefs about admissions chances and compare them to objective measures of admissions probabilities. Findings from this descriptive analysis suggest an important role for belief errors in determining the allocation of students to schools, and motivate modeling choices in Section 5.

To provide a benchmark with which to compare subjective beliefs, we estimate rational-expectations admissions chances for the kindergarten and ninth-grade lotteries. Our measure of rational expectations admissions chances represent the beliefs about admissions chances that an agent would have if he knew his own report-specific priority, the rules of the mechanism, schools’ capacities, the number of other applicants, and the underlying distribution of preference lists and report-specific priorities for other applicants, but did not know which preference lists and priorities had been drawn from this distribution. We calculate these probabilities by resampling $n = 100$ markets, drawing individuals, together with their applications and priority types, iid with replacement from the population. In each resampled market, we calculate the market-clearing cutoffs. Given a realization of the cutoff vector, we calculate admissions chances for each student. For example, if an individual has $r_{spij} = 41$ and lists $j$ first, if the cutoff is $\pi_j = 41.4$ then the individual has a .4 chance of placing in $j$. For each individual $i$, we compute the propensity to place in each school $j$ under the individual’s observed application and the given cutoff vector, and then average these chances over the resampled market-clearing cutoffs.

With rational expectations chances in hand, we define the following measures: let $optimism_{ija}$ denote the difference between $i$’s subjective belief about his admissions chance at $j$ under application $a$ and the rational-expectation chance:

11We report rates at which each school is most-preferred, first listed, and listed at all in Online Appendix Tables A2 and A3.
\[ \text{optimism}_{ija} = \hat{p}_{ija} - p_{ija}^{\text{true}} \]

We also consider absolute error \( |\text{optimism}_{ija}| \).

The survey asked each of the 212 respondents about their beliefs for schools ranked first and second on two hypothetical applications, for a total of four elicited beliefs per respondent. Since some participants declined to answer some questions, we obtained a total of 786 elicited beliefs about admission to some school \( j \) under an application that listed \( j \). We chose hypothetical applications that contained a mix of nearby schools, high-performing schools, and popular schools at the district level. The distribution of rational expectations admissions probabilities at the hypothetical applications is similar to the distribution of rational expectations probabilities for the actual applications that students in our sample submitted. See Online Appendix Figures A5 and A6 for the distribution of rational expectations probabilities in hypothetical and submitted applications.

The survey elicited subjective probabilities in bins with widths of 10 percentage points (1 to 10\%, 11 to 20\%, ..., 91-100\%). For second-ranked options, the survey elicited beliefs conditional on non-admission to the first ranked option. To facilitate graphical comparison between rational expectations and subjective probabilities, we place the (conditional) rational expectations probabilities in the same set of bins as the subjective probabilities. When computing averages of subjective expectations and differences between rational expectations and subjective expectations, we set subjective expectations to the midpoint of the reported bin.

The left panel of Figure 2 plots the distribution of rational expectations and subjective beliefs for the sample of hypothetical applications. Above each bar is printed the difference between the share of subjective beliefs and the share of rational expectations beliefs in the bin. Differences between subjective and rational expectations shares are large and statistically significant in many bins. The most notable difference between the two distributions is that households are less likely to think admissions chances are close to zero or one than if they held rational expectations beliefs.

A consequence of this pattern is that many households think they have relatively large chances of admission when rational expectations are close to zero, or that they are likely to be rejected when admission rates are close to one.\(^{12}\) Cases where the rational expectations chance of admission was 0.1\% or less but respondents believed their chances of admission were 25\% or more accounted for 11 percent of responses. We label these ‘false positive’ beliefs. Cases where applicants thought their chances of admission were below 50\% but their true probability was at least 99.9\% account for a

\(^{12}\)The finding that households overestimate the likelihood of low-probability events (i.e., being rejected from a school with a rational expectations probability near one, or accepted at a school with a likelihood near zero) is common in behavioral economics; see e.g. Barberis (2013).
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further 8 percent of responses. We label these ‘false negative’ beliefs.

Figure 2: Distributions of beliefs and belief errors

![Graph showing distributions of beliefs and belief errors]

Notes: N=786. Left panel: distribution of subjective and rational expectations beliefs in bins of width 10 pp. Listed values are differences between the fraction of subjective and rational expectations beliefs in the bin. Significance from tests of equality of shares in subjective and RatEx distributions: +0.10 * 0.05 ** 0.01. Right panel: distribution of optimism (subjective minus RatEx belief) in bins of width 10. In both panels, subjective and RatEx beliefs for second-ranked options are conditional on non-admission to the first-ranked choice.

The right panel of Figure 2 plots the distribution of (conditional) optimism in the sample of hypothetical applications. Beliefs are on average correctly centered around zero, but the spread around this value is wide. The mean absolute error in conditional beliefs is 40 percentage points, while the mean absolute error in unconditional beliefs is 29 percentage points. The optimism distribution implies a distribution of shifts in beliefs about own application score relative to admissions cutoff scores \( shift_{ij}(a) \) that is also centered near zero.\(^\text{13}\)

Figure 3 shows that optimism is systematically related to rank and priority group. The left panel shows the distribution of optimism by submitted rank. Households are an average of 25 percentage points more optimistic about second-ranked options than first ranked options. This reflects a large

\(^\text{13}\)See Figure A7 in the Online Appendix.
decline in rational expectations probabilities between the first and second ranked choices coupled with a smaller decline in subjective beliefs. Similarly, as reported in the right panel of Figure 3, households who have neighborhood or sibling priority are 38 percentage points less optimistic than households that do not. The observed distribution of optimism suggests that a realistic model of belief errors should allow for systematic variation by priority and rank as well as for scatter within these groups. We return to this point in section 5.

Figure 3: Optimism by rank and priority

Notes: N=786. Left panel: distribution of optimism by submitted rank. Right panel: distribution of optimism by priority group (have neighbor or sibling priority vs. do not have priority). Significance for reported tests of cross-group differences in means: † 0.10 * 0.05 ** 0.01. Bars show shares of population within bins of width 10. In both panels, optimism for second-ranked options is conditional on non-admission to the first-ranked choice.

We now consider the correlates of belief errors. Table 4 presents results from OLS regressions of optimism, absolute error, and false positive and false negative beliefs on student characteristics and descriptors of a household’s interaction with the choice process. These descriptors include an indicator for participation in school choice, an indicator equal to one if a respondent reports looking up application counts from previous years, an indicator equal to one if the application we are asking

---

14 See Figures A8 and A9 in the Online Appendix for the distributions of subjective and rational expectations beliefs by rank and priority.
about is the respondent’s most preferred school, and the count of information sources an applicant
drew from when making a choice. We focus on unconditional probability measures from this point
forward because these will be the inputs into our model of school choice.

Students from high-SES backgrounds have similar levels of optimism to other students but
absolute errors that are eight percentage points lower, or 28% of the sample mean of 29 percentage
points. They are six percentage points (54%) less likely to have false positive beliefs and five
percentage points (64%) less likely to have false negative beliefs.

Table 4: Correlates of belief errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Optimism</th>
<th>Absolute error</th>
<th>False Pos.</th>
<th>False Neg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High SES</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-8.21**</td>
<td>-0.06**</td>
<td>-0.06**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.41)</td>
<td>(2.01)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>-3.33</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.47)</td>
<td>(2.17)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White/Asian</td>
<td>-2.81</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.98)</td>
<td>(3.25)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 9</td>
<td>5.76*</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.57)</td>
<td>(2.04)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st ranked</td>
<td>-17.90**</td>
<td>9.58**</td>
<td>-0.16**</td>
<td>0.12**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.91)</td>
<td>(1.42)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have priority</td>
<td>-16.56**</td>
<td>4.11+</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.10**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.41)</td>
<td>(2.36)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filed an application</td>
<td>-1.96</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.31)</td>
<td>(2.07)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>looked up past demand</td>
<td>5.39*</td>
<td>-3.63+</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.03+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.22)</td>
<td>(2.06)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most-preferred school</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>-1.49</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.58)</td>
<td>(1.79)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count info sources used</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.73)</td>
<td>(0.69)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>12.14**</td>
<td>26.02**</td>
<td>0.22**</td>
<td>0.06*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.33)</td>
<td>(3.02)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Significance: +0.10 * 0.05 ** 0.01. Linear regressions of error type listed in columns
on control variables listed in rows. ‘1st ranked’ and ‘Have priority’ are dummies equal
to one if a school was ranked first on the hypothetical application and if a student had
some priority at that school, respectively. ‘Filed an application’ is an indicator equal to
one if a student participated in choice. ‘Looked up application past demand’ is a dummy
equal to one if respondent reported looking up application counts and capacities from
prior years. ‘Most-preferred school’ is a dummy equal to one if an application is to the
school listed as most-preferred. ‘Count of info sources used’ counts sources of information
respondents reported consuming.
There is also little evidence that interest in choice or preference for a particular school are related to belief errors. While students who looked up past demand have slightly lower absolute errors on average, the relationship between belief errors and the count of sources students drew upon when making their choice is weak. Similarly, there is no relationship between belief errors and students' choice to file an application, or their stated preference for a school. A possible explanation is that search for accurate information about one’s own admissions chances is costly and unrelated to other elements of the search process. These results motivate a model of belief errors in which belief accuracy does not depend on students’ preference for a school or participation in choice.

4.4 Belief errors, application strategies, and placement outcomes

We next examine the relationship between belief errors, submitted applications, and placement outcomes. Panel A of Table 5 describes how subjective beliefs affect submitted applications conditional on rational expectations beliefs. We take as an outcome a dummy variable equal to one if a household that participates in choice lists its stated most-preferred school first on the application. We focus on the sample of choice participants for whom we elicit a subjective belief about their most-preferred school in the first-ranked spot on an application.

The first column of Panel A shows that subjective and rational expectations beliefs are positively but not perfectly correlated in this sample. A ten percentage point increase in rational expectations beliefs is associated with a 2.8 percentage point increase in subjective beliefs. The second through fourth columns regress the dummy for ranking the most-preferred option first on dummies for terciles of the subjective expectations distribution, with, respectively, no controls, controls for a second-degree polynomial in rational expectations admissions chances, and controls for the rational expectations polynomial and individual characteristics. Students in the upper tercile of the subjective expectations distribution are between 22 and 31 percentage points more likely to rank their most-preferred option first than those in the bottom tercile. This difference is statistically significant at the five percent level in the specifications with controls, and has a p-value of 0.101 in the specification without controls. In contrast, regression results indicate that rational expectations are weakly correlated with choice.

Figure 4 provides graphical evidence that subjective beliefs predict choice while rational expectations beliefs do not. After residualizing each variable using controls for SES, race/ethnicity, and grade, we regress the indicator for listing the most-preferred school first on subjective and RatEx beliefs. We plot the linear fit and binned means by quintile. We observe an upward slope in subjective beliefs and a flat slope in RatEx beliefs.
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Table 5: Correlates of Placement Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Choices and subjective beliefs</th>
<th>Subjective belief</th>
<th>List MP first</th>
<th>List MP first</th>
<th>List MP first</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle tercile Subjective</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.142)</td>
<td>(0.141)</td>
<td>(0.143)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper tercile subjective</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.283*</td>
<td>0.306*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.133)</td>
<td>(0.133)</td>
<td>(0.132)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RatEx</td>
<td>0.277**</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.017*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.104)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratex^2/100</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.017*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic controls</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Placement by error</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>First listed</th>
<th>Most preferred</th>
<th>VA placed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>error</td>
<td>&gt;median</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
<td>(0.086)</td>
<td>(0.087)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High SES</td>
<td>0.105+</td>
<td>0.174+</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.035*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
<td>(0.090)</td>
<td>(0.090)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.063)</td>
<td>(0.094)</td>
<td>(0.093)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.086)</td>
<td>(0.130)</td>
<td>(0.143)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 9</td>
<td>-0.157**</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.127</td>
<td>-0.075**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.093)</td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.937**</td>
<td>0.622**</td>
<td>0.514**</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td>(0.109)</td>
<td>(0.115)</td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Significance: +0.10 * 0.05 ** 0.01. Linear regressions of column variable on variables listed in rows. Observations at applicant level. Panel A: Sample is students who participated in choice for whom we recovered beliefs about admissions probabilities at their most-preferred school in the first-ranked spot. Column 1 regresses subjective beliefs on RatEx beliefs. Columns 2-4 regress indicators for ranking the most-preferred school first on dummies for terciles of the subjective belief distribution. Column 2 has no controls. Column 3 adds controls for a polynomial in RatEx beliefs. Column 4 adds demographic controls. Panel B: sample is surveyed choice participants. ‘Place’ is dummy for placing any listed school. ‘First listed’ is dummy for placing in first-listed school. ‘Most-preferred’ is dummy for placing in reported most-preferred school. ‘VA placed’ is test score VA estimate for placed school. This variable is missing for 10 observations. |error| >median is a dummy equal to one if households’ average absolute belief error over first choice schools across hypothetical applications is above the median value.

We also find that belief errors predict students’ placement in the schools they most want to attend. We estimate linear probability regressions of indicator variables for any placement, placed in first choice school, and placed in most-preferred school on an indicator variable equal to one if a respondent’s mean absolute belief error was above the median value, and student demographics. We also present results from an OLS regression of value-added at the placed school on those same
covariates. Observations are the respondent level, and the sample consists of choice participants.

Figure 4: Choices by subjective and RatEx beliefs

Panel B of Table 5 presents results. Belief errors are not strongly related to receiving any placement or to placing in the first-listed school. However, large belief errors reduce the probability of placement the most-preferred program by 20 percentage points, on a base of 50 percent. Students from high-SES backgrounds are more likely to receive a placement and to place in their first choice school, and to place in schools with higher average value-added. However, conditional on the controls for belief error, they are not more likely to place into their most-preferred school.

To summarize, we use two main points from the descriptive analysis to inform our model of school choice. First, households behave strategically, but do so based on subjective beliefs that are often in error. Second, belief errors are larger for students from low-SES backgrounds, and vary
systematically with ranking and priority group, but not with participation or reported preference for a school. A realistic model of belief formation in this setting should incorporate variation across SES, priority group, and rank, but can potentially abstract from a guided search framework in which households seek out information about admissions probabilities on the basis of preferences.

5 Model

Our model consists of three stages. First, applicants learn their preferences over schools and costs of applying to schools. Second, they choose whether to participate in the school choice process and, if they participate, what report to submit. Third, the lottery runs and participants receive placements. If there is space, nonparticipants are assigned to their neighborhood school, otherwise they are given a place where a spot is open.

Students $i \in I$ have underlying preferences over schools $j \in J$ according to:

$$u_{ij} = X_{ij} \beta + \epsilon_{ij}$$

where $X_{ij}$ includes distance to the school from home distance$_{ij}$ and school characteristics, as well as interactions between student characteristics and school attributes such as academic quality. The errors $\epsilon_i$ are distributed according to

$$\epsilon_i \sim MVN(0, \Sigma),$$

iid across households.

In practice, each student has a fallback school that he will be placed in, or a distribution of fallback schools, if he does not receive a placement through the lottery. Each student therefore has an outside option $u_{i0}$ which consists of the choice between attending this fallback school and leaving the district. We normalize the value of this outside option: $u_{i0} = 0$.

Once a student is placed in school $j$, he has the option to decline his placement. At the time of this decision, students receive a shock to preferences for $j$ and for the outside option, giving a utility

$$U_{ij} = u_{ij} + \epsilon^e_{ij}$$

where the enrollment-time shock $\epsilon^e_{ij}$ has an extreme value distribution with scale parameter $\frac{1}{\lambda}$. The probability of accepting an offer is therefore
\[ P(u_{ij} + \epsilon_{ij} > \epsilon_{i0}) = \frac{\exp(\lambda u_{ij})}{1 + \exp(\lambda u_{ij})}. \]

An alternative modeling choice would be to treat the choice to accept a placement as exogenous. We prefer our approach because descriptive evidence shows that applicants are more likely to accept placements at more-preferred schools. See Table A5 in the Online Appendix for details.

The expected value of school \( j \) at the time of matriculation is given by

\[ v_{ij} = E(\max\{U_{ij}, U_{i0}\}) = \frac{1}{\lambda} \log (1 + \exp(\lambda u_{ij})). \]

Let \( p_{ija} \) denote \( i \)'s subjective estimate of the probability that he will be placed in school \( j \) if he submits report \( a \) to the mechanism. Students for whom \( |a| = 0 \) are those who do not participate in school choice.

To allow for nonparticipation and short application lists, we allow for a cost of receiving a placement. If \( i \) receives a placement in any inside school \( j \), he receives a (possibly negative) payment

\[ b_i \sim N(\mu_b, \sigma_b^2). \]

We interpret \( b_i \) as the cost of the actions \( i \) must take to accept or decline a placement. These include finding and getting in touch with the school placement office or the assigned school.

In this case, \( i \)'s decision solves

\[ \max_a \left( \sum_j p_{ija}(v_{ij} + b_i) \right). \]

We allow people to have mistaken beliefs about their priority or, equivalently, about schools' cutoffs, and about the role of priority and the rank of applications. We let

\[ \text{shift}_{ijr} = \eta_{i0}^r + \eta_{ir}^r(r - \overline{r_j}) + \eta_i^{\text{priority}}(\text{priority}_{ij} - \overline{\text{priority}_j}) + \eta_{ij} + \eta_{ijr} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ \text{denote } i \text{'s error about his own admissions ranking. Here, } r \text{ is the rank of } j \text{ on application } a \text{ for student } i, \text{ and } \overline{r_j} \text{ is the average rank of applications. Similarly, } \text{priority}_{ij} \text{ is } i \text{'s priority at } j \text{ and } \overline{\text{priority}_j} \text{ is the average in the data. This functional form nests several relevant cases. For example, } \eta_{ir}^r = 0 \text{ means students understand how priority groups affect choices, while } \eta_{ir}^r = -1 \text{ if students do not believe assignment probability depends on rank, as in a DA mechanism. } \eta_i^{\text{priority}} = -4 \text{ corresponds to the case where students' beliefs about admissions probabilities do not change with} \]
changes in their priority group, while \( \eta_i^0 \) captures individual-specific optimism or pessimism and \( \eta_{ij}^0 \) captures idiosyncratic person-school error.

We assume \( \eta_{ij} \sim N(0, \sigma_{\eta_{\text{school}}}^2) \) iid across \( j \), and \( \eta_{ijr} \sim N(0, \sigma_{\eta_{\text{school}} \times \text{round}}^2) \) iid. The remaining terms are distributed according to

\[
(\eta_i^0, \eta_i^r, \eta_i^{\text{priority}}) \sim N(\bar{\eta}, \Sigma^\eta).
\]

This specification allows us to capture many types of errors. For example, people who misunderstand priorities may also misunderstand the importance of rank. Following our descriptive analysis, we allow for separate parameters for students from high- and low-SES backgrounds.

We now describe the preference specifications in detail. We consider the grade nine and kindergarten markets separately. In the ninth grade, \( X_{ij} \) includes a full vector of school dummies \( \delta_j \). In addition it includes an indicator for the zoned school, the distance to the zoned school, and interaction terms between a low-SES indicator variable and a) an indicator for high value added schools and b) an indicator for charter school status. In high school, the fallback school is the student’s zoned school, which is never oversubscribed in our data or in counterfactual simulations. Students who wish to attend their zoned school are encouraged not to submit a lottery application. Moreover, we have confirmed that it is not possible to select one’s own zoned school in the online version of the application. Therefore the zoned high school is properly part of the outside option. Because the relative value of placing in an inside school depends on the zoned school and the distance to it, we control for these characteristics. The covariance matrix \( \Sigma \) is unrestricted. It therefore subsumes random coefficients on school indicators.

Because the kindergarten market includes 34 schools, it would be impractical to estimate an unrestricted covariance matrix for preferences across schools, or mean effects for each school. We instead let \( X_{ij} \) consist of the distance between household \( i \) and school \( j \) and indicators for whether school \( j \) is the zoned school for \( i \), whether \( j \) is an Achievement First charter, whether \( j \) is a charter at all, whether \( j \) is in the top tercile of the value added distribution, and whether \( j \) has high or medium (as opposed to low) capacity. We also include interactions between student SES category and the charter and high value added indicators.

---

15 A school has high value added if it is in the top third of the value-added distribution in our population.

16 Including zoned-school dummies and distance-to-zoned-school in each inside option is equivalent to parameterizing the outside option with those terms.

17 To classify schools as high- or medium- capacity, we rank them by the number of available spaces, and include dummies for being in the top and second terciles. In addition to the dummy for the high value added category, we include an indicator for schools for which we do not have a value added estimate. These are new schools.
Rather than an unrestricted covariance matrix $\Sigma$, we specify a random effects model:

$$E_{ij} = X_{ij}^{rel} \beta_{rc}^i + \epsilon_{ij}^*,$$

The terms $X_{ij}^{rel}$ consist of indicators for charter status, for high value added, and for high capacity. These classifications (charter vs. public, high vs. low value added, and larger vs. smaller schools) are important dimensions of differentiation among schools. The random coefficients are distributed as $\beta_{rc}^i \sim N(0, \Sigma_{rc})$. We place no restriction on $\Sigma_{rc}$. The remaining error component $\epsilon^*$ is independent but heteroskedastic across $j = 1, \ldots, J$ with distribution $\epsilon_{ij}^* \sim N(0, \sigma_j^2)$.

In the kindergarten lottery, in contrast to ninth grade, many zoned schools are oversubscribed in practice, and kindergarten households are encouraged to apply to their local zoned school if they wish to attend it. If not placed, kindergarten applicants will be assigned to a school that has space remaining, not necessarily their zoned school. As a result the zoned school is included among the inside options.

6 Estimation

We use a Bayesian Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure to estimate the model and sample from the posterior distribution of counterfactual outcomes. Similar methods have been used successfully in the marketing and industrial organization literatures to model consumers’ demand for goods (McCulloch and Rossi, 1994) and have been applied successfully to centralized school choice (Agarwal and Somaini, 2014). Our strategy extends these methods to make use of surveyed beliefs and preferences as well as data on the decision to accept or decline a placement.

We use a three-step procedure. In the first step, we estimate the distribution of market-clearing cutoffs at each school, which determine the rational-expectations chances of admission at each school conditional on a priority vector and a report. Second, we use the survey together with the estimated rational-expectations chances to estimate the parameters governing the belief distribution. Third, we estimate the remaining parameters. To do so, we use data augmentation to pick utility vectors and beliefs for each individual consistent with their choices, introduce prior distributions for the model parameters, and use MCMC in order to sample from the posterior distribution of parameters conditional on the data. In order to obtain distributions of outcomes under counterfactuals, we simulate alternative policies at many points drawn from this posterior distribution. This approach allows us to model belief errors even for non-surveyed individuals. Intuitively, the survey plays the critical role in pinning down the distribution of belief errors, but belief errors help rationalize
observed choices for both surveyed and non-surveyed students.

### 6.1 Recovering admissions chances

Our approach is similar to Agarwal and Somaini (2014). Within each market (defined here by grades) we draw a large number (e.g. $N = 100$) of resampled markets by sampling from the population i.i.d. with replacement. Each resampled market is therefore a list of individuals with a participation decision, a report if they participated in the lottery, and a priority at each school. In each resampled market, we solve for market-clearing cutoffs by running the New Haven algorithm.

The distribution of cutoffs feeds into our results in two places. First, the cutoffs $\{\pi_j^{(k)}\}_{k=1,\ldots,N}$ allow us to calculate rational-expectations admissions chances, which serve as a benchmark in our descriptive analysis. Student $i$’s chance of being placed in school $j$ under report $a_i$ is given by

$$P_{ij}(a_i) \equiv Pr(\text{placement}_i(a_i) = j) = Pr(\text{score}_{ij} < \pi_j, \text{score}_{ij'} > \pi_{j'} \forall j' \text{ s.t. } j' \succ_a j) \approx \frac{1}{N} \sum_k \int 1(\text{score}_{ij} < \pi_j^{(k)}) 1(\text{score}_{ij'} > \pi_{j'}^{(k)}) \forall j' \text{ s.t. } j' \succ_a j \text{ dF(score}_i|\text{rsp}_i, a_i).$$

Second, the true cutoffs are inputs into our model of subjective beliefs about admissions chances.

### 6.2 Recovering belief parameters

Having obtained the distribution of cutoffs in each grade, we combine the ninth-grade and kindergarten surveys to estimate the parameters $\sigma_{\eta_j}, \sigma_{\eta_{jr}}, \Sigma^\eta$, and $\eta$. These parameters govern the distribution of individual belief shocks and random terms $\eta_i$. To recover them, we first compute initial values of $\text{shift}_{ijr}(a)$ for each individual, school, round and hypothetical application for which we elicited a subjective belief. Water We first find values for first-round values $\text{shift}_{ij1}$, then compute later-round shifts. We compute $\text{shift}_{ijr}$ conservatively. If a household reports an interior subjective belief of, say, 50 to 60%, we pick the value of $\text{shift}$ that would make the subjective belief be the midpoint of the given interval (55%). If a household reports a subjective belief in the 90-100% or 0-10% intervals, and the rational expectations chance lies in that interval, we set $\text{shift}_{ijr} = 0$. We then estimate equation 2. In practice we use a Gibbs sampler, iteratively updating $\sigma_{\eta_{\text{school}}}, \sigma_{\eta_{\text{school+round}}}, \Sigma^\eta$, and $\eta$ each conditional on the other parameters. This procedure can be interpreted as approximating the maximum-likelihood estimates of these parameters.
6.3 Recovering preference parameters

Before we describe the MCMC procedure in detail, we discuss the normalizations that we make, and the restrictions implied by households’ optimal application decisions, accept/decline decisions, and reported first and second choices.

6.3.1 Normalization

We have already imposed the location normalization $u_{0i} = 0$. The following scale normalization is also useful. Define $\tilde{u} = \lambda u$, $\tilde{v} = \lambda v$, and $\tilde{\mu} = \lambda \mu$. Let

$$\tilde{u} = X\tilde{\beta} + \tilde{\epsilon},$$

and fix

$$\tilde{\beta}_{dist} = -1.$$

By construction $\tilde{\epsilon}$ has a standard Gumbel distribution. The probability of accepting an offer, conditional on $\tilde{u}$, is then

$$s_{ij} = \frac{\exp(\lambda u_{ij})}{1 + \exp(\lambda u_{ij})} = \frac{\exp(\tilde{u}_{ij})}{1 + \exp(\tilde{u}_{ij})}.$$

The expected value of an offer gives

$$\tilde{v}_{ij} = \log(1 + \exp(\tilde{u}_{ij})).$$

Because $\tilde{\beta}_{dist} = -1$, welfare in units of miles traveled is given by

$$\tilde{v}_{ij} = \tilde{v}_{ij}/|\tilde{\beta}_{dist}| = v_{ij}/\beta_{dist}.$$

6.3.2 Optimality of applications

Let $\tilde{v}_i = (\tilde{v}_{i1}, \ldots, \tilde{v}_{iJ}, \tilde{b}_i)$ denote the vector of inclusive values of admission to each of the $J$ schools, and let $p_i(a)$ denote the vector of $i$’s subjective beliefs about admissions chances under report $a$. Agarwal and Somaini (2014) observe that a report $a$ is optimal for agent $i$ if and only if $v_i \cdot p_i(a) \geq v_i \cdot p_i(a')$ for all reports $a'$. Hence, given the matrix $\Gamma_i = (p_i(a) - p_i(a_1), \ldots, p_i(a) - p_i(a_N))$, a report is optimal if and only if $\Gamma_i^* (v_i + b_i) \geq 0$. Equivalently, a report is optimal if and only if

$$\Gamma_i^* \left(\tilde{v}_i + \tilde{b}_i\right) \geq 0.$$
6.3.3 Accept/decline decision and reported preferences

In the survey we elicit households’ first and second choices if parents could choose any school, unconstrained by admissions chances. We allow for measurement error in elicited preferences: If \( i \) says that \( j_1 \) is the household’s first choice, then

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_{ij_1} + \epsilon_{ij_1}^{\text{survey}} > u_{ij} + \epsilon_{ij}^{\text{survey}} \quad \forall j
\end{align*}
\]

Similarly, if \( j_2 \) is the household’s second choice, then

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_{ij_2} + \epsilon_{ij_2}^{\text{survey}} > u_{ij} + \epsilon_{ij}^{\text{survey}} \quad \forall j \neq j_1.
\end{align*}
\]

Scaling by \( \lambda \) without loss, we assume the measurement error is drawn iid from a normal distribution:

\[
\tilde{\epsilon}_{ij} = \lambda \epsilon_{ij}^{\text{survey}} \sim N(0, \sigma_{\text{survey}}^2), \ iid.
\]

We also make use of the decision to accept or decline a placement. If \( i \) accepts a placement in \( j \), then we require \( u_{ij} + \epsilon_{ij}^e > \epsilon_{i0}^e \). If \( i \) receives and declines a placement in \( j \), we require \( u_{ij} + \epsilon_{i0}^e < \epsilon_{ij}^e \).

Define

\[
\tilde{\epsilon}_i^e = \lambda \ast (\epsilon_{ij}^e - \epsilon_{i0}^e).
\]

By construction \( \tilde{\epsilon}_i^e \) has a standard logistic distribution.

We can write these constraints in matrix form as

\[
\Gamma'_{i,(\text{shock})} \ast \begin{pmatrix}
    \tilde{u}_i \\
    \tilde{\epsilon}_i^{\text{survey}} \\
    \tilde{\epsilon}_i^e
\end{pmatrix} \geq 0.
\]

If \( i \) reported first and second choices, then the first column of \( \Gamma_{i,(\text{shock})} \) contains 1’s in the \( j_1 \)th and \((J + j_1)\)th places, and -1 in the \( j_2 \)th and \((J + j_2)\)th places.\(^{19}\) The next \( J - 1 \) columns similarly require

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_{i,j_2} + \epsilon_{i,j_2}^{\text{survey}} > u_{i,j} + \epsilon_{i,j}^{\text{survey}} \quad \forall j \neq j_1, j_2.
\end{align*}
\]

If \( i \) was placed in school \( j \), then the final column of \( \Gamma_{i,(\text{shock})} \) contains 1 in the \( j \)th place and -1 in the final place.

\(^{19}\)If \( i \) reported a first but not a second choice, we similarly construct \( \Gamma_{i,(\text{shock})} \) using the resulting inequalities.
6.3.4 Starting values

We first construct feasible belief shifts \( shift_{ij} \) for all \( i \) and \( j \). Where the survey provides no constraints, we start at \( shift_{ij} = 0 \), i.e. at the rational-expectations value. We pick points interior to the relevant intervals when households report beliefs.

Next, given the feasible beliefs, we use linear programming techniques to construct strictly feasible utilities \( \tilde{u}_i \in \mathbb{R}^J \) and placement payoff terms \( b_i \in \mathbb{R} \). A utility vector \( \tilde{u}_i \) and benefit \( \tilde{b}_i \) are (strictly) feasible if the observed report \( a_i \) is optimal conditional on the beliefs \( p_i \), that is if \( \Gamma_i(p) \ast (\tilde{v}_i + \tilde{b}_i) > 0 \). We allow the set of possible reports to include an empty list, which we interpret as nonparticipation.

Finally, we use linear programming again to pick strictly feasible enrollment-time shocks \( \tilde{\epsilon}_i^e \) and measurement errors \( \tilde{\epsilon}_i^\text{survey} \).

We now describe the prior distributions and MCMC procedure that we use to estimate the remaining parameters. We first present the procedure for the simpler ninth-grade specification, then discuss the modifications we make when we estimate the Kindergarten model.

6.3.5 Prior distributions

We begin with prior distributions over the preference parameters and belief parameters. We place priors directly on \( \tilde{\beta}, \tilde{\Sigma}, \tilde{\mu}_b = \lambda \mu_b, \tilde{\sigma}_b = \lambda \sigma_b, \) and \( \tilde{\sigma}_\text{survey} \) as well as on the belief parameters separately by SES category. In order to minimize the priors’ influence on our estimates, we choose the following diffuse (flat) priors:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{\beta} &\sim N(0, 100 \ast I) \\
\tilde{\Sigma} &\sim IW(J, I) \\
\tilde{\sigma}_\text{survey}, \tilde{\sigma}_b &\sim InverseGamma(1, 1) \ iid \\
\pi &\sim N(0, 100 \ast I) \\
\Sigma^\eta &\sim IW(4, I) \\
\sigma_{\text{school}}^2, \sigma_{\text{school+round}}^2 &\sim InverseGamma(1, 1) \ iid
\end{align*}
\]

We assume that the priors are independent.
6.3.6 MCMC iteration

Next, we iterate through the following steps, which consist of sampling from the conditional posterior distributions of utilities, utility shocks, beliefs, application costs, and model parameters:

1. Draw mean-utility parameters $\beta^{(s+1)}$ and mean benefit $\mu_b^{(s+1)}$ from the distribution of $\beta | \tilde{u}^{(s)}$, $\Sigma^{(s)}$ and $\tilde{\mu}_b | \tilde{b}^{(s)}$, $\tilde{\sigma}_b^{(s)}$.

2. Draw variance of benefit term $(\tilde{\sigma}_b^2)^{(s+1)}$ from the distribution of $\sigma_c^2 | \mu_{b^{(s+1)}}, b^{(s)}$.

3. Draw variance of shocks to reported preferences $\sigma_{\text{survey}}^2$ from the distribution of $\sigma_{\text{survey}}^2 | \tilde{\epsilon}_{\text{survey}}$.

4. Draw covariance matrix $\Sigma^{(s+1)}$ from the distribution of $\Sigma | \beta^{(s+1)}, u^{(s)}$.

5. For each individual in the dataset:

   (a) Draw utility $u_i^{(s+1)}$ from the posterior distribution of $\tilde{u}_i$ given $\beta$, $\Sigma$, $i$’s decision to accept or decline his placement (if offered one), and constraints implied by the optimality of $i$’s report.

   (b) Draw $\tilde{b}_i^{(s+1)}$ from the posterior distribution of $\tilde{b}_i$ given $\tilde{v}_i(\tilde{u}_i^{(s+1)})$ and constraints implied by the optimality of $i$’s report.

   (c) Draw shock realizations $\tilde{\epsilon}_{\text{survey}}^i$ and $\tilde{\epsilon}_e$ from their posterior distributions given $\tilde{u}_i$ and the constraints $\Gamma_i'(\text{shock}) * \begin{pmatrix} u_i \\
\epsilon_{i,\text{survey}}^i \\
\epsilon_e^i 
\end{pmatrix} \geq 0$.

   (d) Draw belief random effects $\eta_i^0$, $\eta_i^{\text{priority}}$, $\eta_i^{\text{round}}$, and $\{\eta_{ij}\}_{j \in J}$ from their posterior distribution given shift$_i$, $\eta_i$, $\Sigma_{\eta}$, $\sigma^2_{\eta_{\text{school} \times \text{round}}}$, and $\sigma^2_{\eta_{\text{school}}}$.

   (e) Draw shift$_i$ from its posterior distribution conditional on $\eta_i^0$, $\eta_i^{\text{priority}}$, $\eta_i^{\text{round}}$, $\{\eta_{ij}\}_{j \in J}$, $\tilde{v}_i$, $\tilde{b}_i$, and the constraints imposed by the survey.

Utilities: In order to update utilities, for each individual we iterate through the various schools, updating the terms $\tilde{u}_{ij}$ sequentially. Because $\tilde{u}_i$ is jointly normal, the distribution of $u_{ij}|u_i^{-(s)}, \beta, \Sigma$ is normal with known mean and variance.

The restriction $\Gamma_i' * (v_i + b_i) \geq 0$ implies that $\tilde{v}_{ij}$ must belong to a (known) interval whose endpoints depend on $\tilde{v}_{i,^{-(s)}}$ and $\tilde{b}_i$.\footnote{Similarly, $b_i$ must belong to an interval with known endpoints that depend on $\tilde{v}_i$.} Recall that $\tilde{v}_{ij} = \log(1 + \exp(\tilde{u}_{ij}))$ is a monotone transformation.
of \( \tilde{u}_{ij} \). Therefore, conditional on the optimality of the report and the current values of other variables and parameters, updating \( u_{ij} \) consists of drawing from a truncated normal distribution.

**Beliefs:** In order to update beliefs subject to the constraints provided by the survey and by optimality, we take a standard Metropolis-Hastings step using a symmetric normal proposal density. For each individual, we draw a vector \( \Delta(shift_i) \sim N(0, \sigma_{\text{proposal}} I) \), and construct a new proposal \( shift'_i = shift_i + \Delta(shift_i) \). We update to the proposed draw with the appropriate Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability. We reject the proposal with probability 1 if it violates the constraints imposed by the survey or causes the observed report to become non-optimal.\(^{21}\) We tune the variance of the proposal density so that roughly one third of draws are accepted.

**Kindergarten:** In order to estimate the random-effects model, we modify the procedure in the following ways:

1. Consistent with the restrictions we place on \( \Sigma \), we specify i.i.d. \( \text{InverseGamma}(1,1) \) priors on \( \sigma_j^2 \) and an \( \text{InverseWishart}(4, I) \) prior on the random coefficients’ covariance matrix, \( \Sigma^{rc} \).
2. We augment the data with draws of \( \beta_{ir} \) for each \( i \).
3. We introduce a step to update these draws: For each individual, draw \( \beta_{ir}^{(s+1)} \) from the posterior distribution of \( \beta_{ir}^{(s+1)} | u_i^{(s+1)}, \beta^{(s+1)}, \{\sigma_j^2\}_{j \in J} \).
4. The update of the covariance matrix is modified. We draw \( \sigma_j^2 \) for each school \( j \) from its posterior, conditioning on \( u, \beta \), and the matrix of random coefficients \( \beta^{rc} \).
5. When updating \( u_i \) and \( b_i \), we condition on \( \beta^{rc} \).
6. When updating \( \beta \), we condition on \( \beta^{rc} \).

**Implementation:** To obtain belief parameters we use a chain of 80000 draws, discarding the first 20000 to allow for burn-in. In estimating preferences, we use a chain of 120000 iterations for the ninth-grade market and 20000 iterations for Kindergarten. We discard the first half of the draws in order to allow for burn-in.

\(^{21}\)Individuals’ belief errors \( \eta_{ir} = shift_{ir} - \eta_i^0 - \eta_i^{\text{priority}} * \text{priority}_{ij} - \eta_i^{\text{round}} * r - \eta_{ij} \) are distributed according to truncated normal distributions. If the report is optimal and consistent with the survey, the density of \( \eta_{ir} \) is proportional to a normal density.
7 Results

7.1 Estimation results

Table 6 reports estimates and credible intervals for model parameters. For each parameter we show .025, .5, and .975 quantiles of the posterior distribution. While we recover a full distribution, the median may be taken as a point estimate. Panel A displays estimates of belief model parameters for high and low-SES students. To interpret the magnitudes, note that there is an interval of length 1 for each report-specific priority type such that if the cutoff lies in this interval, the type is rationed. Trace plots are reported in Online Appendix Figures A10 and A11 and off-diagonal elements of covariance matrices are reported in Online Appendix Table A6.

Focusing first on idiosyncratic school and school-rank specific errors, we find that $\sigma_{\eta_j}$ and $\sigma_{\eta_{jr}}$ converge to values far from zero. For low-SES students, the standard deviation of these error terms are roughly 2.1 and 1.2, respectively; while for high-SES students the values are roughly 1.7 and 1.2. These are sufficiently large to lead to mistaken beliefs about the round in which the capacity constraint binds. Households also make errors that are systematically correlated with their priority at a school and the round in which they apply to a school. We estimate $\mu_{\text{priority}}$ for low-SES households at -2.6. The true effect of admissions priority group on admission score is 4, so households underestimate the effect of sibling or neighborhood priority on admissions score by more than half. Similarly, the true effect of ranking a school one spot higher on one’s application is to reduce the application score by 1. A $\mu_{\text{round}}$ estimate of roughly -0.5 for low-SES households indicates that students underestimate this effect by half. Errors of both types are smaller for high-SES households. Estimates of $\sigma_{\eta_{pri}}$ and $\sigma_{\eta_{round}}$ indicate that there is substantial heterogeneity across households in the effects of round and priority group on belief errors.
Table 6: Parameter Estimates

| Variable | Quantile | Low SES | | Quantile | High SES | |
|----------|----------|---------| | | | |
| A. Belief parameters | | | | | | |
| $\sigma_{0b}$ (low SES) | 0.025 | 0.72 | | 0.5 | 1.12 | | 0.975 | 1.566 | | $\sigma_{0b}$ (high SES) | 0.025 | 0.479 | | 0.5 | 0.847 | | 0.975 | 1.347 | |
| $\sigma_{\eta_{pri}}$ (low SES) | 1.122 | 1.714 | | 2.375 | | $\sigma_{\eta_{pri}}$ (high SES) | 1.071 | 1.711 | | 2.631 | |
| $\sigma_{\eta_{round}}$ (low SES) | 1.612 | 1.869 | | 2.206 | | $\sigma_{\eta_{round}}$ (high SES) | 1.523 | 1.857 | | 2.285 | |
| $\sigma_{\eta_j}$ (low SES) | 1.829 | 2.071 | | 2.393 | | $\sigma_{\eta_j}$ (high SES) | 1.412 | 1.73 | | 2.075 | |
| $\sigma_{\eta_{jr}}$ (low SES) | 1.112 | 1.2 | | 1.296 | | $\sigma_{\eta_{jr}}$ (high SES) | 1.07 | 1.178 | | 1.307 | |
| $\mu_0$ (low SES) | -0.213 | -0.857 | | 0.544 | | $\mu_0$ (high SES) | -0.601 | -0.108 | | 0.342 | |
| $\mu_{priority}$ (low SES) | -3.251 | -2.58 | | -1.916 | | $\mu_{priority}$ (high SES) | -3.114 | -2.222 | | -1.228 | |
| $\mu_{round}$ (low SES) | -0.838 | -0.472 | | -0.084 | | $\mu_{round}$ (high SES) | -0.76 | -0.264 | | 0.26 | |

B. Preference parameters

| Variable | Grade K | | Variable | Grade 9 | |
|----------|---------| | | | |
| 1(low SES) | -1.332 | -0.857 | | -0.412 | | 1(low SES) | 0.011 | 1.771 | | 4.335 | |
| High value added | -0.651 | -0.408 | | -0.167 | | Distance to zoned | -0.221 | 0.187 | | 0.454 | |
| Missing value added | -2.041 | -1.571 | | -1.185 | | 1(default = Cross) | -1.001 | 1.074 | | 3.479 | |
| Own zone | 1.75 | 2.03 | | 2.259 | | High VA × low SES | -4.502 | -1.876 | | -0.22 | |
| AF charter | -0.086 | 0.483 | | 1.019 | | Charter × low SES | -1.161 | 0.84 | | 3.224 | |
| Any charter | -0.668 | -0.167 | | 0.379 | | $\delta$ AF charter | -4.036 | -0.17 | | 2.386 | |
| High capacity | -2.54 | -2.253 | | -1.996 | | $\delta$ CG charter | -4.299 | -0.587 | | 1.78 | |
| Medium capacity | -3.158 | -2.747 | | -2.426 | | $\delta$ CoOp Arts | -0.96 | 1.903 | | 4.471 | |
| High VA × low SES | -0.687 | -0.424 | | -0.177 | | $\delta$ Engi/Sci Mag. | -1.104 | 2.224 | | 4.581 | |
| Charter X low SES | 0.445 | 0.726 | | 0.969 | | $\delta$ HSC | -3.162 | -0.006 | | 3.106 | |
| Constant | 3.92 | 4.411 | | 5.131 | | $\delta$ Career Acad. | 0.243 | 2.309 | | 4.529 | |
| $\mu_b$ | -7.476 | -6.856 | | -6.452 | | $\delta$ Hillhouse | -13.46 | -7.759 | | -2.541 | |
| $\sigma_b$ | 0.388 | 0.479 | | 0.595 | | $\delta$ Hyde School | -9.635 | 0.834 | | 7.606 | |
| $\sigma_{survey}$ | 1.316 | 1.709 | | 2.071 | | $\delta$ Metro Business | -4.071 | -0.218 | | 3.114 | |
| | | | | | | $\delta$ New Haven Acad. | -5.788 | -1.893 | | 1.159 | |
| | | | | | | $\delta$ Riverside Acad. | -15.652 | -5.73 | | 1.205 | |
| | | | | | | $\delta$ Cross HS | -10.129 | -5.806 | | -1.556 | |
| | | | | | | $\mu_b$ | -2.684 | -1.851 | | -1.11 | |
| | | | | | | $\sigma_b$ | 0.54 | 0.865 | | 2.319 | |
| | | | | | | $\sigma_{survey}$ | 4.549 | 7.045 | | 10.415 | |

Notes: Quantiles of distribution of posterior mean for parameters listed in the rows. Panel A: belief model by student SES. ‘High SES’ is top third of SES distribution. Off-diagonal elements of covariance matrices reported in Appendix Table A6. Panel B: preference parameter estimates by grade. Coefficient on miles traveled is normalized to -1. Appendix Tables A7, A8, and A9 provide 90% credible intervals for elements of the utility shock covariance matrices $\Sigma$. Grade 9: The coefficients on Wilbur Cross and Hillhouse apply only to students who are not zoned into these schools. The coefficient on the own zoned school is set equal to zero.
Panel B of Table 6 presents estimates of the parameters governing household preferences. Estimates from the kindergarten model are in the left three columns, while estimates from the grade 9 model are in the right three columns. To interpret the coefficients, recall that the coefficient on miles traveled is equal to -1 and that the mean utility of the ‘no placement’ outcome, which includes the choice to leave the district, is normalized to zero. See Online Appendix Tables A7, A8, and A9 for the utility shock covariance matrix $\Sigma$ and Figures A12 through A16 for trace plots.

We focus our discussion on estimates of the kindergarten model. A coefficient of roughly -0.9 on the $1(\text{lowSES})$ variable indicates that low-SES households have a lower taste for inside-option schools. Holding other school characteristics fixed, high value added schools have lower mean utilities by about 0.4. Low-SES households have stronger preferences for charter schools and weaker preferences for value added than high-SES households. On average, receiving a placement is costly, with $\mu_b \in (-7.5, -6.5)$, and a standard deviation of $\sigma_b \in (0.4, 0.6)$. Measurement error in reported preferences has a standard deviation of roughly 1.7 miles traveled, suggesting that elicited first- and second-choice data is informative but not perfectly so.

Results from our HS model are similar in that we observe differences in preferences across schools relative to the outside option. The school with the highest mean utility term is a magnet school specializing in business. The school with the lowest mean utility term is the neighborhood high school with the lower-SES catchment zone.

### 7.2 Welfare analysis and counterfactual simulations

We now turn to an analysis of household welfare and test scores under observed and counterfactual policies. Our procedure estimates the joint distribution of parameters and utilities. Using this distribution, we are able to compute each household’s expected welfare according to its utility and the true rational-expectations admissions chances under the application it submitted. We compute average utility at every 10th iteration along the Markov chain after the burn-in period, and divide by $|\beta_{\text{dist}}|$ to measure welfare in miles traveled.

In the first counterfactual, we simulate outcomes under deferred acceptance. We evaluate outcomes under deferred acceptance in two ways. In the first, we maintain the limit of at most four schools per application. Under the resulting ‘truncated deferred acceptance’ procedure it need not be optimal to report truthfully (Fack et al., 2015). We simulate equilibrium play under this mechanism, making the assumption that households have rational expectations beliefs. In the second approach, we simulate play under the same truncated deferred acceptance procedure with ‘naive'
play, in which households list their most-preferred schools in order regardless of beliefs, but stop if \( v_{ij} + b_i < 0 \) for the best remaining \( j \), or if they run out of spaces on the application form. This addresses the concern that imposing rational expectations beliefs may overstate the gains from deferred acceptance. We consider the naive deferred acceptance counterfactual for a variety of application lengths.

Our second counterfactual considers the effects of informational interventions by shrinking the \( shift_{ijr} \) error terms by factors ranging from zero to one and then solving for the equilibrium of the New Haven mechanism. A factor of one corresponds to a best-case informational intervention, with \( shift_{ijr} = 0 \) for all \( ijr \). A factor of zero corresponds to baseline case. An alternate interpretation of the best-case intervention counterfactual is as the result of providing a strategic and informed ‘proxy’ player with each applicant’s cardinal utilities and allowing the proxy player to submit the application list (Budish and Cantillon, 2012).

There may be multiple equilibria under rational expectations and under ‘sophisticated’ truncated deferred acceptance. We select an equilibrium as follows. We start with the distribution of cutoffs \( \pi^0 \) that we recovered from the data in step 1. We then compute optimal applications for each household. Given the new applications and our resampled draws, we compute a new distribution of cutoffs \( \pi' \). We obtain new cutoffs \( \pi^1 = (1 - \alpha)\pi^0 + \alpha\pi' \) for \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \) pointwise in each resampled market, and compute optimal applications given \( \pi^1 \). We iterate this procedure until convergence. We take \( \alpha = 0.9 \) as a starting value and decrease this value as we iterate.

7.2.1 Aggregate welfare in policy counterfactuals

Table 7 describes the posterior distribution of mean welfare in the market for the benchmark case, the rational expectations counterfactual and the sophisticated DA counterfactual, as measured in miles traveled. In the first column, labeled ‘NH’, we display quantiles of this distribution under the New Haven mechanism. The second column, ‘RatEx,’ shows quantiles of the posterior distribution under optimal reports with rational-expectations beliefs in the New Haven mechanism. The third column, ‘DA,’ describes the posterior distribution under sophisticated deferred acceptance, while columns four and five present the differences between the RatEx and DA mechanisms and baseline NH mechanism. We discuss column six below.
Table 7: Distance-Metric Welfare: Benchmark and Counterfactuals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quantile</th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>RatEx</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>RatEx - NH</th>
<th>DA - NH</th>
<th>DA-NH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Grade K</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.145</td>
<td>2.376</td>
<td>2.327</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.198</td>
<td>2.427</td>
<td>2.383</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>-0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.247</td>
<td>2.455</td>
<td>2.418</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>-0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.317</td>
<td>2.548</td>
<td>2.501</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>-0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.443</td>
<td>2.682</td>
<td>2.635</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Grade 9</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>-0.243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.337</td>
<td>1.164</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>-0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.152</td>
<td>1.442</td>
<td>1.252</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>-0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.223</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.344</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>-0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.366</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>-0.193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table displays quantiles of the posterior distribution of mean welfare by grade in baseline case and under policy counterfactuals. Welfare is measured using miles traveled as the numeraire good. ‘NH’ is baseline New Haven mechanism given observed beliefs. ‘RatEx’ is the New Haven mechanism under rational expectations beliefs. ‘DA’ is the sophisticated deferred acceptance mechanism. ‘RatEx-NH’ and ‘DA-NH’ columns compares welfare differences under the listed mechanisms. ‘No survey DA-NH’ column compares welfare under the sophisticated DA and NH mechanisms using model estimates based on rational expectations beliefs.

Aggregate welfare improves in both counterfactuals in both grades K and 9. Taking the median as a point estimate, the average kindergarten household would be made better off by the equivalent of 0.23 fewer miles traveled under rational expectations and 0.19 fewer miles traveled under sophisticated deferred acceptance. The equivalent values for grade 9 are 0.29 and 0.11. 95% posterior probability intervals for these differences do not cover zero.

Figure 5 presents results from the naive DA counterfactual. The vertical axis is the median value of the posterior mean welfare distribution, and the horizontal axis is the number of schools households are allowed to rank on their application. Mean welfare estimates from the benchmark New Haven mechanism case and the sophisticated DA case with an application length of four are marked by horizontal lines. In the kindergarten market, welfare under naive DA is below both the benchmark and sophisticated DA values for small numbers of schools. This is because many of the 34 schools in the kindergarten market have few spots, so students often go unplaced when their applications consist only of their most-preferred schools. Welfare for naive DA exceeds benchmark welfare when a fourth school is added to the application, and then plateaus at a level
just below sophisticated DA at application lengths of 10 or more. In the grade 9 market, welfare under naive DA is above benchmark welfare at all application lengths, and above sophisticated DA for very short applications. Our conclusion is that a switch from the New Haven mechanism to deferred acceptance is welfare improving even under imperfect play, although robustness to naive play depends on application length in the kindergarten market.

Figure 5: Welfare under naive DA by list length

Notes: median of posterior mean welfare distribution (vertical axis) under naive DA policy counterfactual by application length (horizontal axis) and grade. ‘Benchmark’ line is median of posterior mean welfare under the NH mechanism and observed beliefs with an application length of four. ‘DA’ is welfare under the sophisticated DA counterfactual at an application length of four.

Data on subjective beliefs are important for market designers trying to choose the welfare-maximizing assignment mechanism. The sixth column of Table 7 compares average welfare under the deferred acceptance and New Haven mechanisms using model estimates obtained without using survey data. We impose rational expectations beliefs in estimation and in counterfactual simulations. These estimates reverse the welfare comparison between DA and NH mechanisms, with the
NH mechanism outperforming DA by 0.09 miles traveled in the kindergarten market and 0.21 miles traveled in the grade 9 market. This finding is consistent with results from Agarwal and Somaini (2014) and Calsamiglia et al. (2014). For example Agarwal and Somaini (2014) estimate a welfare loss of 0.07 additional miles traveled when switching from the Cambridge mechanism under rational expectations to deferred acceptance.

Figure 6: Mean welfare by reduction in variance of shift term

![Graph showing mean welfare by reduction in variance of shift term for grade K and grade 9.]

Notes: median of posterior distribution of mean welfare under the New Haven mechanism (vertical axis) by fraction reduction in \( shift_{ijr} \) terms (horizontal axis) and grade. Horizontal lines are median of posterior mean welfare dist. under sophisticated DA counterfactual.

We next ask how effective an informational intervention would have to be to cause the New Haven mechanism to raise aggregate welfare relative to deferred acceptance. We scale all shift terms by values ranging from zero to one and simulate counterfactual welfare distribution in each case. Figure 6 presents results from this exercise. The horizontal axis is the fraction reduction in the shift term, and the dashed line is the mean of the welfare distribution from the deferred acceptance procedure. For mean welfare under the New Haven mechanism to break even with the deferred
acceptance level requires roughly a 60% scale-down of shift terms in the kindergarten market and a 30% scale-down in the grade 9 market. Given the school district’s extensive outreach efforts at baseline, it is unclear what an intervention with this effect would look like.

7.2.2 Distributional impacts of policy counterfactuals

One of the arguments in favor of deferred acceptance mechanisms is that even if they do not raise welfare on average, they help produce a more equitable distribution of welfare across participants. We explore this idea by examining the distribution of welfare across households under the baseline and deferred acceptance mechanisms. For each household, we compute mean welfare by averaging the household’s welfare across MCMC iterations. Figure 7 reports mean welfare for households in each centile of the welfare distribution under New Haven and deferred acceptance. Recall that welfare is normalized to zero for unplaced households.

In kindergarten (grade 9), households are weakly better off through roughly the bottom 90% (75%) of the welfare distribution, while welfare is lower at top quantiles. Gains in the median are larger than average gains. Welfare at the 50th percentile of the distribution rises by 0.49 (0.23) for the kindergarten (grade 9) market under deferred acceptance. See Tables A10 and A11 in the Online Appendix for details.

A related point is that low-income households may be disadvantaged by mechanisms that reward strategic play. We consider this point in Table 8. This table shows the difference between mean utility for high-SES and low-SES households under different counterfactual simulations. As shown in the first three columns, low-SES households have higher mean welfare under all assignment mechanisms. Because we normalize welfare by each household’s outside option, this difference in levels is not informative. Columns four and five show that high-SES households experience larger gains in mean welfare from switching to rational expectations play or to a deferred acceptance mechanism in kindergarten, but that low-SES households experience bigger gains in grade nine.

The difference in findings across grades makes sense. In the kindergarten market, high-SES households have neighborhood priority at more desirable schools that are more likely to be oversubscribed. Belief errors that substantially reduce admissions chances at these schools may have large welfare costs. In the ninth grade market, no neighborhood school is oversubscribed, so neighborhood priority has no admissions value. In this setting larger belief errors for low-SES households lead to larger welfare effects from policy changes.
Figure 7: Percentiles of the welfare distribution

Notes: Left panel: posterior mean welfare by centile of welfare distribution under benchmark and DA policies. Right panel: centile-by-centile differences in welfare between DA and benchmark policies.
Table 8: Difference between mean welfare for high-SES and low-SES households

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quantile</th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>RatEx</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>RatEx - NH</th>
<th>DA - NH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Kindergarten</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.448</td>
<td>-0.384</td>
<td>-0.381</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.299</td>
<td>-0.287</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.274</td>
<td>-0.215</td>
<td>-0.203</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-0.225</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.155</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>-0.171</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Grade 9</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.424</td>
<td>-0.502</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-0.161</td>
<td>-0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.291</td>
<td>-0.377</td>
<td>-0.367</td>
<td>-0.114</td>
<td>-0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.085</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-0.179</td>
<td>-0.258</td>
<td>-0.251</td>
<td>-0.056</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.184</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Quantiles of the distribution of the difference in posterior mean welfare for high-SES and low-SES households. Positive values correspond to higher welfare for high-SES households. Low-SES households are the those in the the bottom 2/3 of the distribution of SES, high-SES are the top 1/3. Welfare is measured using miles traveled as the numeraire good. ‘NH’ is baseline New Haven mechanism given observed beliefs. ‘RatEx’ is the New Haven mechanism under rational expectations beliefs. ‘DA’ is the sophisticated deferred acceptance mechanism. ‘RatEx-NH’ and ‘DA-NH’ columns compares welfare differences under the listed mechanisms.

7.2.3 Counterfactual test score effects

We now turn to the effects of policy changes on the test score value added of the schools to which students are assigned. As with welfare, we compute the average value added of the assigned school for each household by averaging across MCMC iterations. Unlike our utility model, our measures of test score value added do not allow positive-sum trades of school assignments between students. The only way a change in assignment mechanism can generate increases in aggregate test score production is by reducing congestion. We therefore focus our analysis on a) the relationship between test score value added and utility outcomes, and b) the effects of changes in mechanism on test score inequality.
We have three main findings. First, gains in welfare from a switch to the deferred acceptance mechanism are associated with gains in test score value added. Figure 8 shows the mean change in test score value added at each decile of the change in utility associated with the switch to deferred acceptance. The graph pools across grades. Change in value added rises steadily with change in welfare through the bottom 80% of the utility change distribution. The magnitude of this increase is small: a move from the bottom to the top decile of the utility change distribution is associated with about a 0.01 SD increase in test score value added. Second, the switch to deferred acceptance compresses the distribution of expected test score value added at the time of application. Figure 9 shows mean test score value added at each quantile of the value added distribution in the benchmark case and under deferred acceptance. Quantiles below the median are generally higher under DA, while quantiles above the median are lower. Third, changing the choice mechanism produces little if any redistribution of test score value added from high SES to low SES households. Table 9 displays means and 95% credible intervals for value added gap between high SES and low-SES students under different counterfactual assignment mechanisms. Credible intervals for changes from the benchmark are narrow and span zero in every case.
Figure 9: Percentiles of the value added distribution

Notes: Left panel: centiles of distribution of test score value added (measured in student-level SDs) at placed school under benchmark NH mechanism and DA mechanism. Right panel: centile by centile differences between DA and benchmark mechanisms. Placed school VA computed using school-level VA measures weighted by student-level placement propensities.
Table 9: Value-Added: High-SES - Low-SES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quantile</th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>RatEx</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>RatEx - NH</th>
<th>DA - NH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Grade K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Grade 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Quantiles of distribution of posterior mean of the gap between test-score VA at placed schools for high- and low-SES households. Low-SES households are the those in the the bottom 2/3 of the distribution of SES. Test score VA measured using student-level SDs. ‘NH’ is baseline New Haven mechanism given observed beliefs. ‘RatEx’ is the New Haven mechanism under rational expectations beliefs. ‘DA’ is the sophisticated deferred acceptance mechanism. ‘RatEx-NH’ and ‘DA-NH’ columns compares welfare differences under the listed mechanisms.

8 Conclusions

This paper studies the performance of a centralized school choice mechanism that rewards strategic behavior when households have heterogeneous beliefs about placement probabilities. We conduct a household survey asking actual and potential choice participants about their preferences and beliefs, and link our survey data to administrative records of the school choice process. We use our linked data to describe heterogeneity in beliefs and to estimate a model of school choice that allows for belief and preference heterogeneity. Our survey data allow us to analyze the effects of counterfactual policies without making strong assumptions on applicants’ equilibrium play. The counterfactual policies we consider highlight the tradeoff between applicants’ ability to express preference intensity in mechanisms that reward strategic play and the increased likelihood of welfare-reducing application mistakes.

Our descriptive findings show that subjective beliefs drive application behavior, that school choice participants make large errors about the probabilities of admission associated with actual
and hypothetical application portfolios, and that participants who make large errors are less likely to be placed in their most-preferred schools. Counterfactual policy simulations based on model estimates that incorporate survey data indicate that the ordering of deferred and immediate acceptance mechanisms by welfare outcomes depends on the accuracy of students’ beliefs about admissions chances. Though the immediate acceptance mechanism is preferable when students have rational expectations about choice probabilities, the deferred acceptance mechanism raises welfare given the distribution of belief errors we observe in our data. The costs of application mistakes in the strategic mechanism outweigh the benefits of increased expressiveness. We abstract from other advantages of deferred acceptance, including the reduced chance of ex-post regret about the submitted application relative to strategic mechanisms.

We find that gains in test score value added are correlated with gains in welfare from switching between the benchmark and deferred acceptance mechanisms, and that this change in mechanism reduces the share of students who submit applications with very low expected value added at the placed school. However, we find little evidence that changes in the centralized choice mechanism will reduce the gap in school quality between low- and high-SES students.

The main conclusion we draw from our findings is that policymakers should consider the informational environment in their district when selecting a centralized assignment mechanism. We show that, in New Haven, a market designer estimating preferences and simulating policy counterfactuals without allowing for application mistakes would have reversed the welfare comparison of the New Haven and deferred acceptance mechanisms.

Given the SES gradient we observe in belief errors, our specific findings are most relevant for lower-income districts. Within this set of districts, however, we view New Haven as close to a best case scenario with respect to the information available to participants. The centralized choice procedure had been in place for at least 18 years at the time we conducted our survey, and the school district conducts extensive outreach aimed at helping students and parents learn about the process. We would expect choice participants in districts where choice has been more recently adopted or where the district conducts more limited outreach to have, if anything, less accurate beliefs. Whether further informational interventions can push students closer to fully informed strategic decision making and, if so, what such interventions might look like, is a topic for future research. Our finding that only a large reduction in the magnitude of belief errors would yield welfare gains relative to deferred acceptance suggests that designing an informational intervention that outperforms a switch to deferred acceptance in terms of aggregate welfare may prove challenging.
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